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MCNISH AND JONES
RECOGNISE BAMBINO SUCCESS
AT AUTOSPORT SHOW
Sportscar legend Allan McNish and MSA Chief Executive Rob Jones presented
awards to MSA Bambino Kart Championship drivers at Autosport International,
including title winner Leo Robinson.

“You are the
superstars of
today. Anything
you learn now
on any circuit
you will use
right the way
through your
career”
2

The pair honoured the top 10 competitors from last year’s championship, with
the top three receiving trophies. Robinson was also awarded a brand new
cadet kart, courtesy of the MSA and IAME.
McNish encouraged the young drivers and said: “You are the superstars of
today. Karting was a huge part of my career and the great thing about karting
is that you learn so much. Anything you learn now on any circuit you will
use right the way through your career; in fact Lewis Hamilton and Nico
Rosberg were using all their karting expertise in the ﬁnal round of the world
championship at Abu Dhabi. Congratulations and good luck for all your races
in 2017.”
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MILNER AWARDED
BWRDC GOLDSTAR
AT THE NEC
Junior racer Katie Milner was
announced as the BWRDC GoldStars
Awards winner on the MSA stand at
Autosport International.
The GoldStars Club Award is recognition for a club
member who aspires to a higher level, while the Elite
Award is given to a member wishing to progress her
motorsport career to a professional level.
Milner won several Autograss Club Championships
before switching to circuit racing in the Junior Saloon
Car Championship. In 2016, she became the ﬁrst female
to win the JSCC title with eight wins and 11 podiums.
She will contest the 2017 Protyre Motorsport Ginetta GT5
Challenge.

A THOUSAND TRY CLUB
MOTORSPORT FOR FIRST TIME
The MSA’s Go Motorsport initiative delivered more than 1000
AutoSOLO passenger rides to visitors at Autosport International.
Organised in conjunction with local motor clubs, the event
was designed to give people their ﬁrst taste of affordable and
accessible grassroots motorsport. See pages 18-19.

www.msauk.org
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Insight
Vnuk

Vnuk
'NVHS@ƤDBSRXNT
What is ‘Vnuk’?
‘Vnuk’ is a European Court judgement given in
September 2014. Mr Vnuk was injured when a
tractor manoeuvring a trailer in a farmyard in
2KNUDMH@JMNBJDCGHLNƤ@K@CCDQ 'DSQHDCSNBK@HL
compensation for his injuries from the insurer of the
tractor.
The Slovenian court had to consider how Slovenia had
implemented the EU Motor Insurance Directive into
its local law. They referred a question to the European
Court, to clarify whether the need for compulsory
third party insurance should include use of a vehicle
as a machine (rather than as a means of transport)
away from public roads. Slovenian law only required
compulsory insurance for use of a vehicle as a means
of transport on public roads.
The European Court ruled that the requirement for
compulsory insurance should cover any use of a
vehicle, so long as that use is consistent with the
normal function of the vehicle.

But we’re in the UK, not Slovenia?
Every country in the EU must reconsider their local
law because of the Vnuk ruling. We don’t know
precisely when the UK Government will begin the
formal process of leaving the EU and we don’t know
how long that process might take. In the meantime,
the UK remains part of the EU and is obliged to
consider how the Vnuk judgement impacts UK law
@MCHMO@QSHBTK@QSGD1N@C3Q@ƧB BS
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Why have we only heard about Vnuk in the
last few weeks?
The Government launched its consultation on 22
December, bringing the matter into greater public
focus and leading to media coverage of the issue.

Why does this aƨect motorsport?
3GD5MTJITCFDLDMS@ƤDBSR@KKUDGHBKDRVGHBG@QD
not currently required to have third party insurance.
This includes everything from electric bicycles,
golf buggies, quad bikes and ride-on lawn mowers,
through to forklift trucks, agricultural machines and
construction plant. Even static vehicles in museums
@MC2.1-ŗCUDGHBKDRVNTKCAD@ƤDBSDC
KKLNSNQRONQSUDGHBKDREQNLJ@QSR RHMFKDRD@SDQR 
saloons, rally, rallycross and cross country vehicles,
trials cars, production cars in autotests, and even
land speed record vehicles and Formula 1 cars
would be required to have compulsory third party
insurance. Many competition vehicles are already
road registered, taxed, MOT’d and insured, but this
insurance is usually limited to their activities on
public roads, and not during competitive sections.
RHLHK@QRHST@SHNM@OOKHDRSNUDGHBKDRNMSQ@BJC@XR 
No insurance policy is available to cover such a
compulsory obligation.
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What is the MSA’s position?

What has the MSA been doing about Vnuk?

The European Motor Insurance Directives since
1974 have encouraged harmonisation of rules for
compulsory motor insurance across the EU, to provide
adequate compensation to victims of accidents.
This allows vehicles to move freely across the EU
without the need to take out separate insurance
policies in every country. It also promotes a healthy
and competitive market for insurance companies to
provide such motor insurance policies.

3GD,2 G@RADDMBNMBDQMDC@ANTSSGDONRRHAKD
consequences of Vnuk since late 2014. Since then
we have been lobbying in Westminster, Brussels and
across Europe to build support for amending the
directive. The process to amend the directive has
already begun.

It should not be the purpose of the Motor Insurance
Directives to regulate compensation for injuries or
C@L@FDHMLNSNQRONQS .SGDQRONQSRCNMNSRTƤDQ
from similar compulsory third party insurance
requirements, whether it be cycling, football, rugby,
golf or any others.
Motorsport competitors willingly take part in
competitions and understand the risks they take. They
may insure their vehicles against damage caused,
and they may insure themselves against accident or
injury. Over 100 years of case precedent in the UK
G@RCDƥMDCGNVBNLODSHSNQRHMRONQSL@XADKH@AKDSN
each other for injuries.
3GD,2 G@R@MTLAQDKK@HMRTQ@MBDONKHBXVGHBG
covers public liabilities up to £65million for all
DUDMSRQTMTMCDQ,2 ODQLHSR  KKBNLODSHSNQR@MC
NƧBH@KR@KRNG@UDSGDADMDƥSNE@MTLAQDKK@ODQRNM@K
accident insurance policy.
3GD,2 ADKHDUDRSG@SLNSNQRONQSRGNTKCADDWBKTCDC
EQNLSGD,NSNQ(MRTQ@MBD#HQDBSHUD 3GD,2 RTOONQSR
the UK Government’s preferred option in the
consultation, which is to change UK law only when
the European Commission has amended the Motor
(MRTQ@MBD#HQDBSHUDQDEDQQDCSN@RSGDř LDMCDC
#HQDBSHUDNOSHNMŚHMSGDBNMRTKS@SHNMCNBTLDMS  MX
other outcome runs the very real risk of stopping
regulated motorsport for an estimated 200,000
participants, and pushing it into illegal unregulated
events. It would also fundamentally damage the UK’s
motorsport industry with over 40,000 jobs and worth
£10billion to the UK economy.

www.msauk.org

3GD,2 G@RADDMVNQJHMFVHSG@VHCDQ@MFDNE
FQNTORHMBKTCHMFSGD,NSNQRONQS(MCTRSQX RRNBH@SHNM
,(  SGD RRNBH@SHNMNE,NSNQ1@BHMF"HQBTHS.VMDQR
 ,1". SGD TSN "XBKD4MHNM "4 SGD ," @MC
SGD,"( @RVDKK@RNSGDQ$TQNOD@M 2-R SGD%( @MC
the insurance industry. We have promoted a strong
joint message to MPs, the Department for Transport
(DfT), Ministers and Secretaries of State. The Vunk
issue has also been a standing item at Motor Sports
"NTMBHK@MC,2 !N@QCENQLNQDSG@M@XD@Q

Should I take part in the consultation?
3GD,2 HRENQLTK@SHMFHSRNVMCDS@HKDCQDRONMRD@MC
will communicate that response to the UK motorsport
community in due course. You may prefer to wait until
then before submitting your own response.

How can I help in the meantime?
Please write to your MP, bringing this important
matter to their attention. You may wish to share
this article and make the following key points:
 Vnuk has the potential to destroy your hobby and/
or livelihood


R@QDRTKSHSBNTKC@KRNCDRSQNX@MHMCTRSQX
employing over 40,000 people across 4,500
companies in the UK, with an annual industry
turnover of £10billion.

 The UK is a world leader in motorsport and home to
one of the strongest domestic motorsport scenes
globally, with an estimated 200,000 participants.

Lastly, am I breaking the law if I compete
in or organise a motor sport event in 2017?
3GD1N@C3Q@ƧB BSG@RMNSBG@MFDC VGHBGLD@MR
there is currently no requirement for compulsory third
party insurance for motorsport.
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News

The latest brieƩng from your governing body

DAYINSURE BACKS WRGB WITH
EXTENDED PARTNERSHIP

Shortterm car insurance Ʃrm Dayinsure has extended its title partnership with the UK’s
round of the FIA World Rally Championship for another two years.
This year’s Dayinsure Wales Rally GB will
take place from 26-29 October, staged
mostly in the legendary forests of mid and
north Wales. The Welsh Government has
been the event’s principal funding partner
since 2000, helping to deliver up to £10m of
economic beneﬁt to the country each year.
Established in 2005 and backed by industry
giants Aviva and Allianz, Dayinsure is the
UK’s premier provider of online, short-term
vehicle insurance, offering immediate
short-term insurance cover for drivers of UKregistered cars and commercial vehicles.
“Partnering a world championship motor
sport event was a totally new opportunity
for Dayinsure, but the decision exceeded all
of our expectations on many fronts – hence
our enthusiasm to extend our involvement,”

said Dennis Ryan, Dayinsure Founder and
Chairman.
Ben Taylor, Wales Rally GB Managing
Director, added: “An event of this stature
deserves a meaningful title sponsor and
we really enjoyed working with Dayinsure
in 2016. This renewal underlines perfectly
the business return of an association with
the rally and is an important part of the
commercial strategy for the event.”
Tickets for the 2017 Dayinsure Wales Rally
GB will go on sale in the spring, when this
year’s competitive route is announced.
Full information can be found on the ofﬁcial
www.walesrallygb.com website and via the
event’s social media channels.

“This renewal

underlines
perfectly the
business return of
an association with
the rally and is an
important part of
the commercial
strategy for the
event”
@WalesRallyGB
/WalesRallyGB
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NETWORK Q INCREASES SUPPORT OF BRITISH RALLYING
Network Q is expanding its long running association with British rallying by renewing its position
as the oƫcial ‘Preparation Partner’ for Dayinsure Wales Rally GB and taking on the same role for
the 2017 Prestone MSA British Rally Championship.
Network Q will supply 60 vehicles to help with the
preparation of this year’s Dayinsure Wales Rally GB
(26-29 October). A variety will be used to set up the
rally, from laying out the competitive special stages,
to transporting vital timing equipment. Cars will be
supplied to assist the smooth running of the 2017
Prestone BRC at all seven rounds.
Derek Wilson, Network Q Operations Director, said:
“We are delighted to continue our long history of
supporting rallying in the UK with our partnership with
both the Prestone MSA British Rally Championship
and the 2017 Dayinsure Wales Rally GB this year. Our
support will form part of the Network Q ‘Preparation is
Everything’ campaign, designed to demonstrate how
correct preparation is vitally important for optimal
performance.”
Network Q was title sponsor of the International Rally
of Great Britain for 10 years between 1993 and 2002.
More recently, it sponsored the WRGB National Rally as
part of its 25th anniversary celebrations in 2015 and last
year became ‘Preparation Partner’ to the main World
Championship event.

PRESTONE ANNOUNCED
AS NEW BRC SPONSOR
The MSA British Rally Championship announced
a new title partnership with US antifreeze and
coolant brand Prestone at Autosport International.
“We are incredibly excited to be named as the title partner to the MSA
British Rally Championship,” said Claire Fenton, Head of Marketing at
Prestone.

@MSA_BRC

/msaBRC

“The conditions facing the British Rally Championship are exactly what
Prestone has been designed and tested for, using engineered technology
in the most challenging environments to protect the engine and perform
in even the most extreme conditions.”
This year’s seven-round championship will feature stages in England,
Northern Ireland, Scotland, Wales and the Isle of Man. For the ﬁrst time
the BRC will venture overseas with the exciting inclusion of the Ypres
Rally in Belgium in June. Channel 4 will once again broadcast all the
action.

www.msauk.org
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MSA CLUBS GET SUBSTANTIAL REBATE
The MSA has returned a total of £342,000 to
event-organising clubs, representing 18.6 per
cent of their 2015/16 insurance fees paid.
All event-organising clubs pay ‘per capita’
insurance fees in respect of competitors,
which they then provide to the MSA to cover
insurance management costs.
The MSA works hard to obtain the best
possible insurance arrangements. At the
same time, through risk management and by
establishing a partial self-insurance scheme,
the governing body aims to ensure a surplus
over premiums and to make a rebate to the
clubs concerned.

Rob Jones, MSA Chief Executive, said: “This
is a ‘thank you’ to the clubs concerned in
recognition of their commitment not only
to providing ﬁrst-class events but also to
keeping safety as the priority. The result is
that we are able to maintain low premiums
and to provide this rebate.”
Clubs do not need to apply for the rebate,
as it has already been paid directly into the
nominated bank account details held by the
MSA. Cheques have been sent to those clubs
for which bank details are not held.

“This is a ‘thank
you’ to the clubs
concerned in
recognition of their
commitment not only
TOPROVIDINGlRST
class events but also
to keeping safety as
the priority”

NEW HISTORIC MOTORSPORT SHOW IN LONDON
A new exhibition celebrating historic motorsport will be staged at ExCeL
alongside next month’s London Classic Car Show (23-26 February).
The inaugural Historic Motorsport International has attracted
exhibitors including the Silverstone Classic, Nicholson
McLaren Engines, Crossle Cars, Dunlop Motorsport, Race
Logic, Crosthwaite & Gardiner and Cosworth Engineering.
Organisations including the HSCC, Masters Historic Racing,
FORCE, Motor Racing Legends, Peter Auto, the CSCC, Equipe
GTS and the Historic Grand Prix Cars Association will also be
there.
HMI will be opened by Jacky Ickx (pictured), while broadcaster
Henry Hope-Frost will host an open forum, the Historic
Motorsport Conference Programme, on the Thursday and
Friday.
Ickx said: “This is a huge honour to open an exciting new show
dedicated to historic motorsport right in the heart of London.
Whether it was winning Le Mans three times with Derek Bell or
competing at Silverstone and Brands Hatch, I have always been
lucky enough to have had a wonderful relationship with the
British racing community and that’s why I’m so thrilled to have
these very special dates in my 2017 diary.”
For further information,
visit www.historicmotorsportinternational.co.uk.

news in brief
FATAL ACCIDENT INQUIRY TO COMMENCE IN JULY
It has been conﬁrmed that a Fatal Accident Inquiry (FAI) into the circumstances of the deaths of one person on the 2013 Snowman Rally
and three people on the 2014 Jim Clark Rally will begin in Edinburgh on 17 July 2017. There will be a Preliminary Hearing on 7 July 2017.
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MSA CONFIRMS VEGA TYRES FOR
BRITISH KART CHAMPIONSHIPS
The MSA is pleased to conƩrm that Vega will continue to supply tyres
to the MSA British Junior and Senior Kart Championships in 2017.

twitter feed
British F4 @BritishF4 Jan 15
@WilliamsRacing performance chief Rob
Smedley visited #BritishF4 at #ASI2017 to
see where @F1's future drivers & engineers
are coming from.

The Junior Championship (OKJ Vortex) will run Vega’s XH (option) tyre and the
Senior Championship (OK Vortex) will use the XP tyre – both models are newly
CIK-homologated. The wet tyre for both championships will continue to be the CIKhomologated Vega W5.
Vega has not changed the retail prices of these tyres but the cost to UK competitors
has been affected by currency ﬂuctuations, which the UK importer is obliged to
continue monitoring. The 2017 prices are as follows:
 Vega Slick set XH for OKJ : £137.00+VAT
 Vega Slick set XP for OK: £142.00+VAT
 Vega W5 rain set for OKJ / OK : £149.95+VAT
Rob Jones, MSA Chief Executive, said: “The MSA is delighted to continue its
association with Vega and ACR Limited for the 2017 MSA British Junior and Senior
Kart Championships. Sporting initiatives such as the OK Vega Trophy Race at
Shenington and subsidised tyre prices for the TVKC Winter Series were well
received. Similar initiatives are in the pipeline for 2017.”

appointments

DEVELOPMENT MANAGER
The MSA, governing body of UK motor sports, is seeking a new
Development Manager. This is a permanent position.
Predominantly based at Motor Sports House, Colnbrook, and reporting to the
Director of Development, the successful applicant’s duties will include – but not
be limited to – the following:
 Manage all elements of club
development, constantly reviewing
and evolving the programme to
maximise support for clubs.
 Manage the regional team, supporting
and monitoring the agreed areas of
delivery and progress.
 Work with key stakeholders to grow
and sustain the volunteer workforce
by developing and implementing
volunteer recruitment and retention
projects and initiatives.
 Establish and maintain relationships
with key volunteers through
engagement with relevant
committees, working groups,

associations and clubs.
 Effectively lead and manage a range
of projects in a timely manner,
maximising efﬁciency, sustainability
and impact.
 Work closely with MSA departments
and staff encouraging crossdepartmental working where
appropriate.
 Provide accurate reports as required,
detailing qualitative and quantitative
data relating to development projects
and programmes.
 Develop and manage a budget related
to speciﬁc activities, projects and
programmes.

For the full job description please cick HERE.
To apply, please send a CV and covering letter to Sheila.barter@msauk.org by
12.00noon on 1 February 2017.
The MSA is an equal opportunities organisation which welcomes applications from
all sections of the community.

www.msauk.org

BARC @OƫcialBARCHQ Jan 14 The numbers
don’t lie - the @DunlopBTCC is quite the
championship and 2017 is shaping up to be
one of the best yet #BTCC
NatSKA @NatSKA_Karting Jan 14 A massive
thank you to the @MSAUK for giving us
their time at the @Autosport_Show. Very
optimistic for the future!
Hillclimb Paddock @Hillclimb_Pdck Jan 13
Great article on #hillclimbing in winter 2016
edition of @msauk magazine (http://bit.
ly/2hMybsg ) - @Scottyamoran
ARR Craib SRC @MSA_SRC Jan 12 Thanks
to @MSAUK for supporting our Junior
Competitors #futurechampions
MSA @MSAUK Jan 10 Throughout the year
the MSA continues to donate the MSA Fines
Fund to a range of UK charities. Last year we
donated £75,685. #CharityTuesday
Chris Ingram @ChrisIngramGB Jan 7
/QNTCSNADBNMƥQLDC@CQHUDQHM
@MSAUK ‘s Team UK for the 3rd year UK’s
leading 10 young race and rally drivers
@MSAAcademy

@MSAUK

Issued by the Motor Sports Association
Motor Sports House, Riverside Park
Colnbrook, SL3 0HG
Tel: +44 (0)1753 765000
Email: media@msauk.org
www.msauk.org
twitter.com/msauk
facebook.com/msauk
instagram.com/msa_motorsport
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News
awards

MSA SEEKS ENVIRONMENTAL
NOMINATIONS
The governing body is seeking nominations for the
2017 MSA Environmental Award, which recognises
truly exceptional or outstanding contributions towards
environmental responsibility and the active promotion
of sustainability within motor sport activities, events
and communications.

PRINCE MICHAEL
AWARD OPEN FOR
NOMINATIONS
Nominations papers are available for the 2017 HRH
Prince Michael Award of Merit, the highest personal
award made by the Motor Sports Council.

Alan Gow and Claire
Williams with the
Environmental Award

Recent winners include Anglesey Circuit, Greenpower, Williams Hybrid
Power and Rt Hon The Lord Drayson. If successful, the latest winner
will receive the prestigious trophy during the MSA Night of Champions
ceremony at the Royal Automobile Club in London next January.
The deadline for nominations is Friday, 20 October. The award process
and nomination form can be found on the MSA website at
https://www.msauk.org/assets/msaenvironmentalaward2017.pdf

The award is given to a maximum of two recipients per
year in recognition of meritorious service to UK motor
sport. Nomination papers are available directly from
the MSA and should be returned before the end of
October.
For further information, please email MSA General
Secretary Simon Blunt on simon.blunt@msauk.org.

WINNERS GEAR UP FOR
NIGHT OF CHAMPIONS
The best of British motorsport will be honoured at the Royal
Automobile Club in London next Saturday (28 January) when
the MSA hosts its annual Night of Champions ceremony.
The winners of the 19 MSA British Championships will be presented with their
trophies, having reached the top of their chosen discipline. A series of special
awards will also be presented in recognition outstanding achievement in a
number of areas, from volunteering to the media.
Jean Todt, FIA President, will be the Guest of Honour, along with many of the
key ﬁgures from the UK motorsport community. The evening will be presented
by broadcasters Steve Rider and Louise Goodman.
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COMMITTEE NOMINATIONS
SOUGHT

MSV ACQUIRES DONINGTON
PARK ON 21ʘYEAR LEASE
One of the UK’s great race tracks will move into a new era under the
stewardship of MotorSport Vision (MSV), which has agreed an initial 21year lease of Donington Park with owner Kevin Wheatcroft.

“We plan a great
new era for
Donington, with
some exciting new
events and much
enhanced quality of
experience for all
of its customers,
whether spectators,
competitors
and track day
participants”

12

Leicestershire’s Donington Park is one
of the UK’s best known motor racing
circuits and hosted its ﬁrst event in 1931
– a motorcycle race on the narrow lanes
of the Donington Park Estate. The circuit
was expanded and became home to Grand
Prix racing before the Second World War
in 1939 saw the venue become a military
vehicle depot.
It fell into disrepair until 1971 when
Donington was purchased and then
revived by local construction entrepreneur
Tom Wheatcroft, who re-established the
circuit as one of the leading motor racing
venues in Europe. It went on to host the
British round of MotoGP for 23 years and

the circuit held a standalone round of the
Formula One World Championship in 1993
– the European Grand Prix, which saw a
memorable, dominant performance in the
rain by Ayrton Senna.
“Donington is a good British circuit that
deserves further investment, energy and
expertise in order to make it truly outstanding,
and MSV will provide this,” said Jonathan
Palmer, MSV Chief Executive. “We plan a
great new era for Donington, with some
exciting new events and much enhanced
quality of experience for all of its customers,
whether spectators, competitors and track day
participants, together with even better value.”
MSV also owns and operates Brands Hatch,
Oulton Park, Snetterton and Cadwell Park.
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Technical
Updates, clariƩcations and advice

COUNTERFEIT FIRE
EXTINGUISHER LABEL
The image shown was sent
SNSGD,2 AX+HEDKHMD
Fire Systems and shows a
counterfeit label that was found
by one of their UK distributers.
The bottle is genuine but it
has had a counterfeit label
attached.
The details on the label have
been changed, so it states that
it is a 3.0kg cylinder (to conform
SNSGD%( Q@KKXRS@MC@QCVGDM
in actual fact it is just a 2.25kg
cylinder.
One clue that it is a counterfeit
is that the homologation
number on the label relates to a
9DQNRXRSDLVGDMBGDBJDCNMSGD%( 3DBGMHB@K+HRSMNS9DQN
@RHSOTQONQSRSNAD "NLODSHSNQRB@MƥMCGNLNKNF@SHNMCDS@HKR@MCKHMJR
to manufacturers’ instructions in %( 3DBGMHB@K+HRS.

SNELLʘFIA CM2016
JUNIOR HELMET
STANDARD
/KD@RDMNSDSG@S2MDKK@MCSGD%( G@UDQDKD@RDCSGDHQ
K@SDRSITMHNQGDKLDSRS@MC@QC 2MDKK %( ", 
There are two variants of the CM2016 standard: Snell%( ",1@MC2MDKK %( ",2
KSGNTFGMNSQDKD@RDCHMSHLDSNADOTAKHRGDCHM
SGD,2 8D@QANNJ HSHRBNMƥQLDCSG@SANSG
SGD2MDKK %( ",1@MC",2RS@MC@QC@QD
ODQLHSSDCSNADTRDCHM,2 J@QSHMFVHSGHLLDCH@SD
DƤDBS 1DLDLADQSG@SJ@QSDQRTMCDQSGD@FDNE@QD
QDPTHQDCSNVD@Q@ITMHNQRODBHƥBRS@MC@QCGDKLDS@R
CDS@HKDCHM*  B 3GD2MDKK %( ",1@MC
CMS2016 standards are both included in this list for
use by under 15s, although they can also be used by
@MXANCXNUDQSGHR@FDHESGDƥSHRRTHS@AKD

TYRE LIST CORRECTIONS
Please see below a few corrections to errors in the Permitted Tyre lists,
2DBSHNM+NESGD,2 8D@QANNJ SGDRDBG@MFDR@QDBNMƥQLDC@R
ENQLHMFO@QSNESGDSXQDKHRSRVHSGHLLDCH@SDDƤDBS
List 1B

List 1C

Extreme
Ş VR2

Dunlop
 RSDQHRJRQDLNUDC
from all tyres)

Interstate
Ş 1 "$#-13 
Nankang
Ş 1 @KKRHYDR
permitted as List
1B)

Nankang
Ş 1 

List 3
Vredestein
Ş *T-Trac 2

BALACLAVAS
2BQTSHMDDQ@S@RS@FDQ@KKXQDONQSDCSG@S@MTLADQ
NEBNLODSHSNQRVDQDMNSDCSNADVD@QHMFSGDHQƦ@LD
QDRHRS@MSA@K@BK@U@RNTSRHCDNESGDHQNUDQ@KKR  KSGNTFG
SGDQDHRMNQDFTK@SNQXQDPTHQDLDMSSNVD@Q@Ʀ@LD
QDRHRS@MSA@K@BK@U@HM,2 DUDMSR HEVNQMHMBNQQDBSKX
HSBNTKCŔHMSGDDUDMSNE@ƥQDŔ@BS@R@VHBJ 
therefore the competitors were correctly advised to
tuck the balaclavas into their overalls. Note also that
SGDK@SDRS%(  OODMCHW+ENQ%( HMSDQM@SHNM@KDUDMSR
states that balaclavas must be worn under overalls.

Sign up for alerts!
To sign up for email notiƩcations when proposed regulation changes are posted online for consultation, click HERE.

www.msauk.org
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Technical
COMPETITOR GUIDANCE

Roll Over Protection Systems (ROPS)
for Single-Seater Racing Cars
Introduction
This guidance sets out to clarify the ROPS requirements
for Single-Seater Racing Cars competing in Circuit Racing
@MC2ODDC$UDMSR2OQHMSR@MC'HKK"KHLAR 

What is a Single-Seater Racing Car?
2HMFKD 2D@SDQ1@BHMF"@QHRCDƥMDCHM2DBSHNM! 
-NLDMBK@STQD@MC#DƥMHSHNMR NESGD,2 8D@QANNJ

What regulations apply to my vehicle?
This is quite a complex answer as there are a number
NECHƤDQDMS@OOKHB@AKDQDFTK@SHNMRVGHBGG@UDADDM
amended over time. In principle, if the ROPS complied
with relevant regulations at the time it was built, then it
will remain acceptable today.
ROPS on Single-Seater Racing Cars will have had to
comply with one of the following sets of regulations
SNADDKHFHAKDSNBNLODSDHM,2 -@SHNM@KDUDMSRH D 
@KKDUDMSRQTMTMCDQ,2 -@SHNM@K -@SHNM@K!@MC
Clubman permits);

MSA Yearbook Regulations
3GD,2 8D@QANNJ OQNUHCDRSGDA@RHBQDFTK@SHNMRENQ
National events. The ROPS requirements for SingleSeater Racing Cars are found in the current edition in
Section (K) Vehicle Safety regulation 1.6.3. The chapter
and regulation reference has changed over the years
NEOTAKHB@SHNM ATSSGDR@EDSXRDBSHNMNESGD,2 
8D@QANNJG@RCDS@HKDC@1./2QDPTHQDLDMSRODBHƥB
to Single-Seater Racing Cars since 1977. The current
RODBHƥB@SHNMV@RHMSQNCTBDCHMSGDDCHSHNM
3GD,2 8D@QANNJQDFTK@SHNMRFHUD@CDRHFM@MC
L@SDQH@KRODBHƥB@SHNMSNVGHBG@MXANCXB@MBNMRSQTBS
@1./2SG@SVHKKAD@BBDOSDC@S,2 -@SHNM@K$UDMSR
VHSGNTSSGDMDDCENQ@MXETQSGDQBDQSHƥB@SHNMNQ
documentation.

3GD,2 BTQQDMSKXNƤDQRSVNKDUDKRNEBDQSHƥB@SHNM
-@SHNM@KVGHBGHRU@KHCENQ@MX,2 -@SHNM@KDUDMSR
and (2) International which is recognised as valid
ENQ@MXDUDMSVNQKCVHCDGDKCTMCDQ%( QDFTK@SHNMR 
3GD-@SHNM@KBDQSHƥB@SHNMHRQDK@SHUDKXQDBDMS@MCSGD
L@INQHSXNE,2 BDQSHƥB@SDRHRRTDCOQHNQSN@QD
valid internationally.
3GD,2 L@X@KRN@BBDOSBDQSHƥB@SDRHRRTDCAXNSGDQ
%( QDBNFMHRDC 2-R-@SHNM@K2ONQSHMF RRNBH@SHNM
%NQ@BDQSHƥB@SHNMSNADU@KHCSGD1./2NMSGDUDGHBKD
LTRSL@SBGSGDCDRHFMCDS@HKDCNMSGDBDQSHƥB@SD 
,NCHƥB@SHNMREQNLSGDBDQSHƥDCCDRHFMVHKKHMU@KHC@SD
SGDBDQSHƥB@SHNM 3GDNMKXDWBDOSHNMSNSGHRHRSG@S@
G@QMDRRA@QL@XADƥSSDCHM@BBNQC@MBDVHSG,2 
QDFTK@SHNMRENQ-@SHNM@K$UDMSRNMKX VHSGNTS@ƤDBSHMF
SGDU@KHCHSXNESGDBDQSHƥB@SHNM

FIA Appendix J
,TBGHMSGDR@LDV@X@RSGD,2 8D@QANNJOQNUHCDR
the basic ROPS regulations for National Events, so too
CNDR%(  OODMCHW)ENQ(MSDQM@SHNM@KDUDMSR (MSGD
BTQQDMS%(  OODMCHW)SGDRDQDFTK@SHNMR@QDENTMCHM
QSHBKD GNVDUDQSGHRQDEDQDMBDG@R@KRNBG@MFDC
over the years of publication.
R@M%( QDBNFMHRDC 2- VD@BBDOSUDGHBKDRATHKS
DMSHQDKXSNSGD%(  OODMCHW)ENQ,2 -@SHNM@K$UDMSR 
'NVDUDQ SNS@JD@CU@MS@FDNESGD%(  OODMCHW)1./2
regulations, the vehicle as a whole will need to have
BNLOKHDCVHSG OODMCHW) VGHBGBNUDQRL@MXNSGDQ
aspects of the vehicle’s construction, not only the ROPS.

FIA Formula Regulations
1./2NM@UDGHBKDNQHFHM@KKXATHKSENQ@M%( 2HMFKD
Seater Formulae, for example; Formula 3, Formula
3000 etc. are accepted providing the ROPS remains
TMBG@MFDCEQNLSGDNQHFHM@K@OOQNUDCRODBHƥB@SHNM

MSA CertiƩcation
If a ROPS manufacturer wants to build a ROPS using an
@KSDQM@SHUDL@SDQH@KRODBHƥB@SHNMNQCDRHFMOQHMBHOKDSN
SG@SCDS@HKDCHMSGD,2 8D@QANNJ SGDMSGDXB@M@OOKX
ENQBDQSHƥB@SHNM 3N@BGHDUDBDQSHƥB@SHNM SGD1./2HR
subjected to a physical static load test, or simulation
AX@M%( @OOQNUDCSDRSGNTRD 3GD,2 GNKCRQDBNQCR
NE@KK1./2BDQSHƥB@SDROQDUHNTRKXHRRTDCAXSGD,2 
going back to when the system began in 1972. Unless
RODBHƥB@KKXMNSDC@RVHSGCQ@VMSGDRDBDQSHƥB@SHNMR
remain valid.
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Technical

Do I need a ROPS certiƩcate to present at
Scrutineering?
(EXNTQ1./2HRATHKSSNBNLOKXVHSGSGDQDKDU@MS,2 
8D@QANNJQDFTK@SHNMR %(  OODMCHW)QDFTK@SHNMRNQ
BDQS@HM%( %NQLTK@QDFTK@SHNMRSGDMMNBDQSHƥB@SHNMHR
required.

3GDQD@QD@EDVV@XRSNƥMCNTS ƥQRSKX@MXBDQSHƥDC
1./2L@MTE@BSTQDC@ESDQRS)@MT@QXHRQDPTHQDCSN
G@UD@MHCDMSHSXOK@SDODQL@MDMSKX@ƧWDCSNSGD1./2 
%QNL@QNTMCSGHROK@SDVHKKCDS@HKSGDBDQSHƥB@SHNM
number.

8NTVHKKMDDCSNOQDRDMS@BDQSHƥB@SD@SRBQTSHMDDQHMFHE
XNTQ1./2HRBDQSHƥDCAXDHSGDQSGD,2 %( NQ@M%( 
QDBNFMHRDC 2-

(ESGDHCDMSHSXOK@SDCNDRMNSCDS@HKSGDBDQSHƥB@SD
MTLADQ SGDMXNTB@MBNMS@BSSGD,2 3DBGMHB@K
Department and we can check for you.

.MKXNƧBH@KBNOHDRNEBDQSHƥB@SDR@QDU@KHCENQ
RBQTSHMDDQHMFOTQONRDR NƧBH@KBNOHDRNE,2 HRRTDC
BDQSHƥB@SDR@QDOQHMSDCNM,2 V@SDQL@QJDCO@ODQ NQ
AD@Q@M,2 ODQENQ@SHNM

MNSGDQV@XSNƥMCNTSVNTKCADSNBNMS@BSSGDUDGHBKD
or ROPS manufacturer, who will be able to tell you if the
1./2V@RBDQSHƥDC .Q@F@HM XNTB@MBNMS@BSSGD,2 
Technical Department and we can check for you.

3NNAS@HM@MNƧBH@KBNOXNE@BDQSHƥB@SDENQ@1./2
BDQSHƥDCOQHNQSN OKD@RDBNMS@BSSGD,2 2@KDR
CDO@QSLDMS %NQ1./2BDQSHƥDCEQNLNMV@QCRXNT
will need to contact the ROPS manufacturer, they will
AD@AKDSNRTOOKXXNTVHSG@MNƧBH@KBNOXHMBKTCHMF@M
HMRS@KK@SHNMBDQSHƥB@SDTMHPTDSNXNTQUDGHBKD

More Info
If you have any queries regarding ROPS, please do not
hesitate to contact the Technical Department on
01753 765000 or technical@msauk.org.

www.msauk.org

How do I Ʃnd out if my ROPS is certiƩed?

What do I do if my ROPS does not comply?
If you have found that your vehicle does not comply with
SGDQDKDU@MSQDFTK@SHNMR@MCMNBDQSHƥB@SHNMDWHRSR NQHS
HRBDQSHƥDCATSG@RADDMLNCHƥDCEQNLHSRBDQSHƥDCENQL 
SGDMXNTQUDGHBKDL@XMNSADDKHFHAKDENQ,2 -@SHNM@K
Events. In this situation the ROPS manufacturer may be
able to certify the ROPS, the manufacturer can contact
SGD,2 3DBGMHB@K#DO@QSLDMSENQLNQDHMENQL@SHNMNM
GNVSNCNSGHR (EBDQSHƥB@SHNMB@MMNSAD@BGHDUDCSGDM
SGD1./2L@XMDDCSNADQDOK@BDC TOC@SDCNQLNCHƥDC
to be compliant with the regulations.
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Academy
Equipping the UK’s most promising young drivers

MSA REQUESTS NOMINATIONS
FOR CIKʘFIA TROPHY
The MSA is seeking applications from competitors wishing to represent the UK in the 2017 CIKFIA Karting Academy Trophy, a world championship for 12- to 14-year-olds. Each year the CIK-FIA
invites national governing bodies to nominate competitors to represent their country.
This year’s championships comprises three events: Genk,
Belgium (14 May); Alaharma, Finland (23 July); and
Wackersdorf, Germany (10 September). The MSA pays its
nomination’s entry and the organisers provide identical
equipment to all competitors.
Applicants must have been born between 1 January 2003
and 31 December 2005, and hold a valid FIA Grade C
Junior International Karting Licence.
Eligible karters should send their motorsport CV to
charlotte.moore@msauk.org by 09.00am on 9 February
2017.
By submitting an application you are agreeing to the
Trophy Regulations:
www.cikﬁa.com/ﬁleadmin/content/REGULATIONS/
Sporting/Sporting%20Regulations/2017/Web_RS_
Academy_2017.pdf

Last year’s MSA Nominees Callum Bradshaw (right) and
Oliver Clarke. Bradshaw went on to win the Trophy.

LAST CHANCE TO APPLY FOR SQUAD
Applications close 31 January, don’t miss your chance to join the
MSA Academy Squad Development programme.
The MSA Academy’s Squad is a group of around 25 drivers aged 15
to 24 who have demonstrated potential excellence in motor sport.
They are handpicked to beneﬁt from the knowledge and resources
originally developed for the Team UK and AASE programmes. The
programme runs in line with the ethos and principles of the other
MSA Academy programmes and is the talent pool for MSA Team UK.
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Competition is high, with a limited number of places available.
Only drivers demonstrating potentially exceptional abilities
and qualities will be considered for the programme, which will
consist of a minimum of ﬁve events throughout the year aimed at
developing all round driving ability.
Application forms are available here: www.msauk.org/assets/
squadapplicationform2017.pdf Applicants must be aged 15 to 24 at
the time of application.
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MSA Academy

www.msauk.org
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GoMotorsport
Developing club motorsport for people of all ages and backgrounds

GO MOTORSPORT ASI AUTOSOLO
A thousand people got their Ʃrst taste of club motorsport when Go Motorsport
ran an AutoSOLO with free passenger rides at Autosport International last week.
Ninety club members and volunteers from
29 motor clubs came together to make the
event happen. In total 1000 show visitors
signed on, with more than 1,600 passenger
rides delivered over four days.
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Go Motorsport’s Suze Endean said: “It was
fantastic to have the support of so many
volunteers and motor clubs and to see the
smiling faces of passengers both young and
old. We’ve already had passengers get in

contact saying they wish to get involved in
motor sport having enjoyed the passenger
ride and ‘got the bug’.”
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Go Motorsport
Thank You!
Go Motorsport would like to
thank the volunteers from
the following motor clubs:
Accrington Motor Sport Club
Bolton Le Moors Car Club
Boundless by CSMA
Bristol Motor Club
BTRDA
Cannock & District Car Club
Chelmsford MC
Clitheroe & District MC
Coalville Car Club
Coventry & Warwickshire MC
Devizes & District MC
Eastern Counties MC
Eastwood & District MC
Formula 1000
Historic Rally Car Register
Loughborough Car Club
Maidstone & Mid Kent MC
Mid Derbyshire Motor Club
NW Motorsports Group
Owen Motoring Club
Preston Motorsports Club
Redditch & District Car Club
Rotherham MC
Sevenoaks & District MC
Sixty & Worcestershire MC
Under 17 MC
6DRS2TƤNKJ,"
Wolverhampton & South
2S@ƤR"@Q"KTA
Yorkshire Sports Car Club

contact your RDO
If your Motor Club is interested in taking up similar options please
contact your local Regional Development Oƫcer.
www.msauk.org
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